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4Next faze. New Wave. Dance Craze. Any way. It's still
rock n' roll . . . The '50s brought us be-bo- p. The '60s

ushered in the British invasion. With the 70s came
crv s Iwf.
V

punk, hard rock and ... (do we have to si
disco. And the 80s? Assistant editor Cath
McHugh explores where musical trends i
headed in today's world of CDs, progres-
sive college rock stations and expanding...S; , w"y
musical genres.

There's no such thing as
an overnight success.

Brantley Foster took
two weeks.
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THE SECRET OF MY--

For all the people who want to fill the world with silly3 love songs, this one's for you. Arts editor Elizabeth Ellen
gives a preview of WXYC's upcoming emission, the K-T- el

Ronco Solid Gold Spectacular Extravaganza. Take a
trip down memory lane as disc jockeys Carolyn Hochmuth
and Niklaus Steiner tell about all those old favorites. Don't
miss those crazy Village People, the Bee Gees and
dreamboat Shaun Cassidy. Oh, the joys and the pains of

those Boogie Wonderlandish days! And they're calling it

culture. Not available in stores.
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The man from Texas is still raggin' on Jim and Tammy.6Get the real facts from Joe Bob's exclusive interview
with Jimbo and the family. Many excuses, some sex tips
and a bit of good Christian advice included. Drive-I- n Movie
of the Week? It's "Witchboard" a flick which combines
a weejie board, a rainbow-haire- d punk-psych- ic chic and
. . . well, isn't enough said? Lots of Fu action.
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Maybe it has been Term Paper Plethora week in your7 life. Perhaps your main squeeze has left you and you
need something to do to forget about the whole deal. Or
maybe you're just tired of watching your pet Slinky sulk
on the powdertable. The cure for cultural deprivation is
here. See Week's Fare for ail the Triangle happenings to
come this week.

Before you even start reading, we want to warn you against
a possible heart attack-provoki- ng element in this issue.
Due to lack of space, Graffiti, our regular column of unusual
sayings, will not run this week. Hold on until next week,
when Memsy Price reveals song lyric graffiti.
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